An ASCII Convention for Special Symbols

Here is a convention to write special symbols in ASCII notation.

In papers:  \( \land \lor \rightarrow \leftrightarrow \neg \bot \top \circ \)
In e-mail:  & | \rightarrow \leftrightarrow \bot top sun

In papers:  \( \sigma \Gamma \Rightarrow \forall \exists \)
In e-mail:  sigma Gamma => forall exists

Use _ and ^ to show subscripts and superscripts. For instance, you can write
\( a_1 \) as \( a_\_1 \) and \( F^I \) as \( F^\^I \).

For other special symbols, one may use latex commands (possibly with \). For instance,

\( a \in \Pi \)

in place of \( a \in \Pi \).